Vintage 2015
Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits 2015 ........................................................................................................................................... 87/100
« From vines in the vineyards behind the Côtes de Nuits, this wine is warm, smooth and ripe. It offers yellow fruits as well as rich apple
and enough acidity to give a crisp edge. It's attractive and will be ready to drink from 2018. »

Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2015 ................................................................................................................................................................................. 88/100
« The Domaine des Perdrix is based at Nuits Saint-Georges, so this wine comes from the Côte de Nuits. It is richly fruity with layers of
warm red fruits and soft tannins. Rounded and ripe, the wine is an instant success. Drink now. »
11/01/2017

Nuits-Saint-Georges 2015 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 91/100
« Still closed and tight, this crisp, mineral-textured wine has acidity and citrus fruits that still need to show their real potential. It needs to
age; drink from 2020. »

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru ‘Terres Blanches’ 2015 ............................................................................ 95/100 CS
« This rich, ripe and structured wine is dense with solid tannins. It is also full of generous cherry and berry fruits that make a great counterpoint to the dry core. These two elements promise well for the future. Drink this wine from 2023. »

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru ‘Aux Perdrix’ 2015 ................................................................................................... 94/100
« Richly dense, this is a well-structured and rich wine. Its tannins are a part of the opulent black fruits, ripe acidity and wonderful juicy
fruitiness. A dark core of tannins will allow the wine to age so well. Drink from 2025. »

NSG Premier Cru Aux Perdrix, cuvée ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’ 2015 ............................................................................... 93/100
« This dry, firm wine is currently all about tannins, with a backdrop of rich berries and spice from wood aging. Produced from a small
portion of the Aux Perdrix Premier Cru, it does have the weight to show its potential as it ages. Consider drinking this wine from 2025. »

Vosne-Romanée 2015 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 92/100
« Tannins are firm and concentrated in this richly textured wine. With this good structure, all it needs is for the dark plum and blackcherry fruits to come through. The weight of the wine assures that, giving it both potential richness and a ripe character. Drink from 2023.
»

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru ’La Perrière’ 2015 ........................................................................................... 95/100 CS
« Big and rich, this is a juicy wine, ripe with generous tannins and full of berry fruits. It's dense, full in the mouth and impressive in its concentration, richness and crisp texture. Drink from 2025. »
02/01/2018
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